How To Build Voter Confidence in Elections: *Build an Election Crimes Unit*

**WHY DOES YOUR STATE NEED A NEW APPROACH?**

Less than 60 percent of Americans are confident that their ballots will be accurately cast and counted. *This lack of confidence undermines the foundations of our republic.*

Many states give local district attorneys the only authority to prosecute election crimes.

This makes prosecution of these crimes a *low priority* and grants these offices *unchecked power* vulnerable to political influence... *like funding from George Soros.*

**THE FOUNDATION FOR MORE SECURE ELECTIONS AND MORE CONFIDENT VOTERS:**

**A NEW ELECTION CRIMES UNIT**

- Ensures a staff dedicated to election fraud investigations
- Monitors a voter fraud hotline
- Quick-response force for Election Day problems
- Reports annually to the legislature with investigative summaries and results

**MATCHING PROSECUTORIAL AUTHORITY FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL**

- Ensures accountability by granting the same prosecutorial authority to your attorney general across the state as local district attorneys
- Builds checks and balances by establishing dual authorities if local district attorneys are too overwhelmed or politically motivated to prosecute election crimes
- Deters fraudsters by sending a clear message that election crimes will be treated seriously by a dedicated watchdog
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**IT’S POPULAR**

- 51% of all likely voters support a special investigations unit.
- 63% of all likely voters support giving state attorneys general prosecutorial authority.

**IT’S TRENDING**

States like Arkansas, Florida, Ohio, Texas, and Virginia have recently established offices that investigate election crimes.